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COMPLAINT Channel
TOTAL 
RISK

Who is notified Who responds RESPONSE Timeframe

Direct to MAW (phone, 
email, donor etc)

SMT Mike / Pam

Thank them for bringing it to your attention and tell them someone will be in touch shortly, get 
their full name, phone number, detail of where breach occured
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation
Designated MAW staff member to phone and respond: We take this matter seriously and will 
investigate it and get back to you.
Designated person to ensure complainant is contacted within 24 hours with Cornicopia response, 
and if no explanation has been received yet, follow up when it is received

 2 hours then 
within 24 hours

Social media (Facebook) SMT MAW as a brand

Reply post: The public's safety is a priority to us and we will look into this immediately. Thank you 
for bringing it to our attention. 
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation
If there is no strong thread, MAW sends PM to author of post with an outcome
If strong thread - post the outcome on same conversation thread.
Imperative negative threads are shut down (in accordance with MAW social policy)
Refer responsibility for behaviour to 'our third party fundraiser' without naming who they are

asap

Media Mike & Pam Pam 

Take a message with the journalist's name, media outlet, email and phone number. Tell them a 
spokesperson will be in touch. Do not give their name. If asked say you are not sure who that will 
be.
Media liaison: Seek details from journalist (while making no comment): Details of complaint, 
deadline, in what form response is required. 
Media response to be worked through, case by case (see separate sheet)

asap

Direct to MAW (phone, 
email, donor etc)

SMT Mike / Pam

Thank them for bringing it to your attention and tell them someone will be in touch shortly, get 
their full name, phone number, detail of where breach occured
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation
Designated MAW staff member to phone and respond: We take this matter seriously and will 
investigate it and get back to you. Recommend they speak to a health professional if concerned, 
and if there is any chance of transmission to notify MAW immediately
Designated person to ensure complainant is contacted within 24 hours with Cornicopia response, 
and if no explanation has been received yet, follow up when it is received

 2 hours then 
within 24 hours

Social media (Facebook) SMT MAW as a brand

Reply post: The public's safety is a priority to us and we will look into this immediately. Thank you 
for bringing it to our attention. 
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation
If there is no strong thread, MAW sends PM to author of post to enquire after their wellbeing, and 
encourage seeking medical advice. Then follow up with an outcome to any protocol 
reviews/action taken - refer  responsibility for behaviour to 'our third party fundraiser' without 
naming who they are
If strong thread - post the outcome on same conversation thread.
Imperative negative threads are shut down (in accordance with MAW social policy)
Refer responsibility for behaviour to 'our third party fundraiser' without naming who they are

asap

Media Mike & Pam Pam 

Take a message with the journalist's name, media outlet, email and phone number. Tell them a 
spokesperson will be in touch. Do not give their name. If asked say you are not sure who that will 
be
Media liaison: Seek details from journalist (while making no comment): Details of complaint, 
deadline, in what form response is required. 
Media response to be worked through, case by case (see separate sheet)

asap

Direct to MAW (phone, 
email, donor etc)

SMT Mike / Pam

Thank caller for bringing it to your attention and tell them someone will be in touch shortly, get 
their full name, phone number, detail of where interaction occured
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation
Designated MAW staff member to phone and respond: We take this matter seriously and will 
investigate it and get back to you. Recommend they speak to a health professional, and if there is 
any chance of transmission to notify MAW immediately
Designated person to ensure complainant is contacted within 24 hours with Cornicopia response, 

 2 hours then 
within 24 hours

Social media (Facebook) SMT MAW as a brand

Reply post: The public's safety is a priority to us and we will look into this immediately. Thank you 
for bringing it to our attention. 
SMT to notify Cornucopia and seek an investigation/explanation; report it to MoH
Immediately post: It has come to our attention that a member of the public has been in contact 
with a fundraising fficial and there is the possibility of community transmission. If you were in 
contact with a Make-A-Wish fundraiser in [region] on [date] please contact us asap on xxx
Monitor the thread, and update regularly with information at the top of the post
Refer responsibility for behaviour to 'our third party fundraiser' without naming who they are

asap

Media Mike & Pam Pam 

Take a message with the journalist's name, media outlet, email and phone number. Tell them a 
spokesperson will be in touch. Do not give their name. If asked say you are not sure who that will 
be
Media liaison: Seek details from journalist (while making no comment): Details of complaint, 
deadline, in what form response is required. 
Media response to be worked through, case by case (see separate sheet)

asap

Direct to MAW (phone, 
email, donor etc)

SMT Mike / Pam

Thank caller for bringing it to your attention and tell them someone will be in touch shortly, get 
their full name, phone number
Designated MAW staff member to phone and respond: We understand your concern, we ensure 
the fundraising representatives are fully trained to adhere to MoH guidelines; this time more than 
ever it is vital Make-A-Wish continued to fundraise to ensure it can fulfil the wishes of children 
with a critical illness. MAW is aware it is a challenging time for NZ however it must continue to 
raise funds to ensure it can continue its important work

Within 2 hours

Social media (Facebook) SMT MAW as a brand

We understand your concern, we ensure the fundraising representatives are fully trained to 
adhere to MoH guidelines; this time more than ever it is vital Make-A-Wish continued to fundraise 
to ensure it can fulfil the wishes of children with a critical illness. MAW is aware it is a challenging 
time for NZ howevr it must continue to raise funds to ensure it can continue its important work
Monitor thread and do not respond further unless it escalates (in accordance with social media 
policy)

asap

Media Mike & Pam Pam 

Take a message with the journalist's name, media outlet, email and phone number. Tell them a 
spokesperson will be in touch. Do not give their name. If asked say you are not sure who that will 
be
Media liaison: Seek details from journalist (while making no comment): Details of issue/query, 
deadline, in what form response is required. 
Media response to be worked through, case by case (see separate sheet)

asap

Direct to MAW (phone, 
email, donor etc)

Mike Mike

Thank caller for bringing it to your attention and tell them someone will be in touch shortly, get 
their full name, phone number
Mike to phone and respond: We appreciate you taking the time to tell us. Our donors' opinions are 
important to us. Fundraising is imperative to be able to fulfill the wishes of children lviing with a 
critical illness. It's vitally important we use a variety of ways to fundraise, and this is a cost-
effective way to do that in short phases rather than have the overhead of a staff member. These 
are skilled people who can give us the best return on our investment.

within 2 hours

Social media (Facebook) Mike MAW as a brand

We appreciate you taking the time to tell us. Our donors' opinions are important to us. 
Fundraising is imperative to be able to fulfill the wishes of children lviing with a critical illness. It's 
vitally important we use a variety of ways to fundraise, and this is a cost-effective way to do that 
in short phases rather than have the overhead of a staff member. These are skilled people who 
can give us the best return on our investment.
If it escalates: Shut down the thread by not commenting further.

asap

Media Mike/Pam Pam 

Take a message with the journalist's name, media outlet, email and phone number. Tell them a 
spokesperson will be in touch. Do not give their name. If asked say you are not sure who that will 
be
Media liaison: Seek details from journalist (while making no comment): Details of issue/query, 
deadline, in what form response is required. 
Media response to be worked through, case by case (see separate sheet)

asap

The F2F fundraiser did not adhere 
to social distancing rules

The F2F fundraiser did not adhere 
to social distancing rules / they 

appeared to have symptoms / did 
not follow hygiene protocols 

 - and I felt compromised

I am unhappy/outraged that you 
give away 25% of my donation to a 

third party

MAW should not be fundraising 
during Level 2

Friday, May 22, 2020

Wednesday, May 20, 2020

A F2F fundraiser is found to be 
infected by the virus


